Complete Façades
Solutions

Omnis By System’, a leading
provider of premium,
architecturally inspired
exterior solutions.
Comprising four divisions – Roofing & Cladding, Rainscreen Panels, Rainscreen
Framing and Complete Façades – underpinned by our respected technical
expertise, project management services, fabrication offering and export
activities, Omnis By System’ is your single source exterior solutions provider.

Throughout history, the built environment
has taken on a myriad of shapes, styles and
textures. Whether in response to emerging
technologies, new approaches, anticipation of
future trends or a respectful take on the past,
architecture is a living reminder of how our
urban environment has evolved and continues
to evolve year on year.

Our vast history, impressive projects and
high calibre customers are testament to our
ability to deliver results time and time again.
We offer technical expertise you can rely
on, a partnership you can trust, the choices
you want and the high quality systems your
buildings demand; backed by our aftersales
support and comprehensive warranties, you
will experience total peace of mind.

Architecture today needs to deliver on
so much, from meeting standards and
environmental ratings to maximising value and
achieving uniqueness. At Omnis By System’,
we understand this, and by combining our
expertise and your project needs, we will
deliver the results you expect.

By working with Omnis By System’ you are
choosing a partner who can offer complete
solutions, and help you to create beautiful
buildings that will stand the test of time.

Discover more at www.systembuildingproducts.com
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Combine
glazing and
panels to create
a stunning,
light-enhancing
building

Eastland Homes, Manchester

With almost
400 multi-storey
projects completed,
you know that you
are in good hands

The Shard, Leeds

It’s not just
about rails,
panels and
glazing –
it’s about
designing
and
delivering
the right
integrated
solution for
each project.
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Experienced

Project management

On-site support

Having completed almost 400 multistorey building projects with our trusted
combination of curtain walling, glazing
and cladding offering, you can be sure that
your project will be in experienced hands.

Our highly experienced project
team will work closely with you and
other stakeholders throughout the
lifecycle of the project to ensure
maximum results are achieved.

Our façade systems comprise a lightweight
aluminium framing system and a
choice of glazing infills. To enable you
to meet certain requirements relating
to solar gain control, such as thermal
comfort and aesthetics, we provide
various options including glazing and
a complete range of panel infills.

Our team will take into consideration
design requirements such as thermal
expansion and contraction, building sway
and movement, thermal efficiency and
lighting –thus designing a system which
is unique and fitting to your project goals.

Once designed, we work
closely with one of our
recognised contractors
who complement
the system with their
professionalism and
attention to detail.

UK manufactured

Our trusted and experienced project
team’s support, combined with full
Professional Indemnity insurance cover
for all works undertaken, will provide you
and your client with peace of mind.

We also manufacture a range of thermally
broken glazing products. When coupled
with our unique Capex Rainscreen
Overcladding System, it offers an
unrivalled solution to the refurbishment
of multi-storey buildings. Tried and
tested, this system has been used on
high rise buildings for over 20 years.

Peace of mind

On every project we
appoint a Project
Controller whose role
is to ensure that all
materials are scheduled
and delivered timely in
accordance with the
agreed construction
programme. All materials
are supported with
detailed guides about
installation requirements
and positions.

We continue to work
closely with contractors
to ensure we are aware of
any site variations and to
ensure that all elements
of the systems are
performing and
functioning correctly.
Every complete façades
project that we undertake
will come with this
support, no matter how
small or large.

City West, Manchester

Eastland Homes, Manchester
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Products exclusive to Omnis By System’
Rainscreen Panels

Windows

Omnis By System’ offers a wide range of exclusive
rainscreen panels including;

Aluminium windows with a thermally broken polyester paint
finish and dual colour options available. Types of openings
on standard windows include tilt/turn, turn/tilt, casements
and pivots. Double glazed units up to 42mm with a
standard of 28mm. Our windows meet the relevant thermal
requirements of Building Regulations.

Petrarch®
Petrarch® cladding is high-quality, extremely durable,
decorative and light weight, which can be used both
internally and externally for new construction and to
overclad existing finishes. Made from reconstituted stone,
the panels are waterproof, maintenance free, highly
resistant to impact and have a class O fire rating.

Support Systems
The aluminium support system is lightweight, and noncorrosive - a maintenance free long life material.
Bespoke and project specific support systems are available
as site assembly or pre fabricated formats for fast track
projects.
This offers the benefit of integrating windows within the
rainscreen cladding panels together with window reveals
and pods.
Aluminium rails, stainless steel connections, resin anchors,
fire barriers, insulation to current building regulations and
parapet cappings all form an integral component within the
design of the support system.

Bauclad®
High Pressure laminate panels are suitable for most
building applications. A wide range of panel sizes means
economy is achieved by optimisation. Ideally suited as a
façade panel for rainscreen solutions, high performance
and low maintenance.
Colorpan
For superior quality, aesthetics, performance and life-cycle
costs look no further than Colorpan weatherboarding
cladding. With over 51 colours and six wood grains, this
exceptionally weather resistant cladding system offers a
spectrum of creative opportunities to enhance and add
vibrancy to any building.

Other products available:

Chalcots, London

Gypsy Corner

•
•
•

Kingsway

High performing complete
façade solutions

Terracotta
Natural stones
Metal products in
various finishes
Commercial Road

Maxwell Tower
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Discover more at www.Omnis By
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Reasons to work with
Omnis By System’

2

UK manufacturing

3

Choosing the right
solution is easy

1

We are a manufacturer,
not just a supplier, which
means you will benefit
from cost, design, delivery
and manufacturing
flexibility.

On budget, on time
Saving time and money
throughout all the stages
of a building life cycle
is crucial, which is why
we endeavour to value
engineer our solutions to
meet your specification
and budget.

It’s not just about the
systems, it’s about
how we work with you
which really makes
the difference.

Our vast range of systems
and products means that
we provide an un-biased
technical opinion on the
best suited and most
economical solution
for your project needs.
Whether it’s an integrated
project solution or a single
product order, you can
trust that your needs are
paramount.

We understand this
and make listening to
you, a fundamental part
of the way we work
By keeping your vision
at the forefront of
everything we do, we’re
able to constantly evolve,
innovate and deliver the
solutions you need. We
are passionate about
using our technical
expertise to bring your
creations to life. Coupled
with our commitment
to you, these two things
are what drives our
business forward.
Whichever role your
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business plays in the
development of a building
you can be assured that
when working with us
you will receive the right
level of service which
you would expect.
If you are partnering
with us on an integrated
project with multiple
systems or placing a oneoff order, we promise you
that the systems, products
and delivery will be of

the same high standard.
Every project and order
is different, which is
why we create tailormade solutions to
suit each application.
After assessing
performance and
aesthetic requirements,
our highly experienced
team will value engineer
your system to meet
your specific criteria.
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Market-leading technical support
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Long-term performance
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Reducing risk

Your trusted partner
for complete exterior
building solutions.

Trusted and respected technical advice
to ensure successful design and delivery
throughout the lifecycle of your project.

Our products and systems have all been
through rigorous processes to ensure
that they are fit for purpose and suitably
certified. Some systems also come with our
comprehensive workmanship warranty.

Our products and systems are quick and easy
to install, thus reducing installation time and
minimising risk on site.
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Our people, your support

Bold Street

You will be supported by
a team of people who are
dedicated to building and
maintaining a prosperous
relationship with you
Trusted support

Our aim is to listen to your needs, understand
your specific requirements and work in
partnership with you to deliver the best suited
and most economic solution. We promise
to be transparent and honest to help build a
relationship where we can grow, learn and
ultimately meet your aspirations.

One of the valuable benefits of working with
Omnis By System’ is the support we can
provide throughout an entire project. Our vast
and varied experience can help maximise your
project’s value at all stages.

Key contact

Project consultation

All projects and key accounts will be
appointed a key contact. They will be your
primary point of contact for all enquiries, issues
and concerns which you may have.

Every project is different, and by involving
Omnis By System’ at an early stage it can
considerably benefit the development and
realisation of your vision.

From commercial to our
accounts teams, we promise
to be transparent and honest
to help build a relationship
where we can grow, learn and
ultimately meet your aspirations

CPDs and training
Omnis By System’ can deliver training CPD
sessions to architects, contractors and fitters.

Complete Façades
Complete Façades
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Creative
Passionate
Committed
Discover more at www.Omnis By
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Omnis By System’
Unit 62, Blackpole Trading Estate West,
Worcester WR3 8ZJ
T: +44 (0)1905 750500
F: +44 (0)1905 750555
E: Omnis@systembuildingproducts.com

www.systembuildingproducts.com
Omnis By System’ reserves the right to make substitutions and modifications to the specifications of any of its products without
prior notice. It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure that the Company’s products are correctly installed and that they are
suitable for the customer’s particular requirements and application. The Company undertakes business only upon its standard terms
and conditions.
For project specific NBS based specifications, CAD Details, samples or technical assistance please contact our technical department on
Omnis@systembuildingproducts.com
All information is correct as of the date of this document, created May 2015.

